5 Days Gold Coast / Movie World / Sea World / Surfers Paradise
Day 1 Kuala Lumpur – Gold Coast Australia Brisbane
Assembling at the airport for the most fascinating journey of your lifetime in this spectacular Gold Coast
Australia the fun filled event of the season.

Day 2 (Breakfast) - Upon arrival at the Coolangatta Airport you will be leaded to the Sea World, is
a marine mammal park on the Gold Coast, Queensland, and Australia. It includes rides, animal exhibits
and other attractions, and promotes conservation through education and through the rescue and
rehabilitation of sick, injured or orphaned wildlife. Sea World was founded by Keith Williams in 1958. It
was originally known as the Surfers Paradise Ski Gardens, which presented “water ski shows that
combined comedy, aqua ballet and action”. In 1971, the Surfers Paradise Ski Gardens moved to land on
the Spit. Major dredging works were required to build the new ski lake. A year later, the Surfers Paradise
Ski Gardens became known as Sea World with the introduction of dolphins, marine displays, a replica of
the Endeavour, a swimming pool, licensed restaurant and gift shop. Extra additions over the next decade
included the purchasing of competitor marine park, Marineland, and the transfer of animals and exhibits
to Sea World as well as the addition of more shops and food outlets.
Day 3 (Breakfast) - After a full satisfaction of the Australian breakfast you will enjoy the Warner Bros.
Movie World; is a popular movie related theme park on the Gold Coast in Australia. It is owned and
operated by Village Road show since the take over from Time and is the only movie related park in
Australia. It opened on June 3, 1991.The Park contains various movie-themed rides and attractions
ranging from motion simulators to roller coasters and slow river rides. In addition, costumed character
performers also patrol the park, allowing visitors the chance to take photos with them. These include Cat
woman, Batman, Austin Powers, Marilyn Monroe, Shrek, Scooby Doo, The Mystery Inc. Gang and
various Looney Tunes characters. Minor street shows including skits and singing performances are also
present. The All-Star Parade showcases costumed characters alongside vehicles and movie-themed
floats. There are a number of active film studios within the Movie World complex. House of Wax, the liveaction Scooby Doo films, the 2003 Peter Pan film, Ghost Ship, The Condemned and Fortress are
amongst the many films and television series produced at Warner Roadshow Studios, adjoining Warner
Bros. Movie World.

Day 4 (Breakfast) - Starting up the day with a good meal of breakfast and today you will be going to the
Surfers Paradise is a suburb on the Gold Coast in Queensland, Australia. At the 2006 Census, Surfers
Paradise had a population of 18,501. Colloquially known as 'Surfers', the suburb has many high-rise
apartment buildings and a wide surf beach. The feature of the central business district is Cavill Mall,
which runs through the shopping precinct. Cavill Avenue, named after Jim Cavill, an early hotel owner, is
one of the busiest shopping strips in Queensland, and the centre of activity for night life. It's the best
known feature of the Gold Coast's skyline. Burleigh and Coolangatta also have skyscrapers, though
shorter and fewer.

Day 5 (Breakfast) Australia – Kuala Lumpur. The day which you will remembers this moment of your
lifetime spending the great cultures and traditions of another world on earth and leaving with great
enjoyment in our hearts of satisfaction. You will be directed back to the airport for journey back home.

